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Abst rac t - -The  stability of a three-stage difference scheme constructed in [1] is discussed, with the 
construction process given out concisely at first. We also present some numerical examples to test 
our theoretical results. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [2], Haruo Yoshida proposed a new method to get multistage higher order explicit symplectic 
difference schemes for Hamiltonian systems by composing lower order symplectic ones. However, 
in [1], we found that his method can also be applied to non-symplectic s hemes for Hamilton- 
ian and non-Hamiltonian systems, and we constructed several higher order schemes using this 
method. But we should point out that the achievement of higher order is accompanied by the 
loss of stable region, as we will show later. 
This paper will discuss the stability of the three-stage, fourth-order scheme: 
1 
Yn+l/3 = Yn + 2(2 - 21/3) r(f(yn) + f(Yn+l/3)), 
_2113 
Yn+213 -- Yn+l/3 "4- 2(2 - 2113) 7"(f(yn+l/3) + f(Yn+213)), (1) 
1 
Yn+I ----- Yn+213 q- 2(2 -- 21]3) T(f(yn+2[3) + f(Yn+l)). 
(details about scheme (1) will be given out in Section 2.) We will show though the trapezoid 
method is A-stable, scheme (1) is not. Fortunately, the unstable region is very small, as Figure 2 
shows, and (1) is still useful for solving stiff systems. Judging from the size and location of 
the unstable region of scheme (I), we know it is safe for systems which have eigenvalues not 
very adjacent o the real axis, while some other methods which have unstable regions near the 
imaginary axis, such as Gear's, are safe for systems which have eigenvalues not very adjacent o 
the imaginary axis. 
In Section 2, a general construction process of higher order schemes is given out to get 
scheme (1) as an obvious consequence. Section 3 is focused on the stability of scheme (1). 
Numerical tests are presented in Section 4. 
2. CONSTRUCTION OF HIGHER ORDER SCHEMES 
We consider difference schemes for solving initial value problems of m dimensional differential 
equation systems: 
Y' = f(Y), Y0 = y(0), (2) 
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where y = y(t) and y = [Yl, Y~,--., Ym] T, f = [/1, f2, . . . ,  f ,]T. We know every one-step difference 
scheme for (2) can be formally written as: 
Yn+l : 8(7") Yn ~ (3) 
if we denote the numerical solution at tn : nr(resp, tn+l = (n + 1)7-) by yn(resp. Yn+l), where 
s(r)  is the operator corresponding to the difference scheme, and r is the step length. 
DEFINITION 2.1. An operator s*(r) is called the adjoint operator ors(r), if  
s*(-7-) s(7-) = I, (4.1) 
s(~) s ' ( -~)  = z (4.2) 
are satisfied. 
DEFINITION 2.2. We call an operator s(r) self-adjoint, if s*(r) = s(7-). 
THEOREM 2.3. For any operator s(7-), s*(7-) s(7-) (or s(~') s*(7")) is a self-ac~oint operator. 
THEOREM 2.4. The symmetric omposition 81 (7") 82(7" ) 81 (7-) of self-adjoint operators  1 (7-), 82(T ) 
is a self-adjoint operator. 
It's easy to prove Theorems 2.3 and 2.4, for details about the proofs, see [1]. 
Denote f = [I1(~), h(y) , . . . ,  f~(y)l T, g = [gx(y),g~(y),... ,g~(y)]r D = ,~,, e~,,"' ,  d,. 
Y = [Yl,Y2,... ,Yn] T, where f l , f2 , . . .  ,fn and gl,g2,.. .  ,g~ are scalar functions. Let 
'~ 0 
L/ -- fT  D = Z f' O y, (5) 
i=1 
be a first order differential operator. The action of L! acting on a scalar function to yields: 
L!to = fi ~Yi Io = lTD, (y ) .  
i----1 
DEFINITION 2.5. The commutator of two first order differential operators L! and L 9 is given by 
[L!, Lg] = L! L 9 - L 9 i ! .  (6) 
The commutator of the two first order differential operators is still a first order differential 
operator. We can prove that under this kind of commutator the total of the first order differential 
operators form a Lie algebra. 
DEFINITION 2.6. A Lie series is an exponential of a ~rst order linear differential operator, 
co t k L~ 
e'L' = ~ k! (T) 
k=O 
The action of a Lie series on a scalar function to(y) is given by: 
co tk L k co t~ 
etLl ~(Y)~-- ~ TI. ] ~(ZI)-- Z ~. (fT(y) D)k t°(y) 
k=o k=o (S) 
t 2 
= ~(y) + tfT(y)(n~(y)) + -2 fT(y) n (fT(y) D~(y)) + . . . .  
We give out several properties of a Lie series. All of them can be proved as in [3]. Let: 
etfTD g __ [etITD gl, etYTD g2,.. . ,  e¢YTD gn] T. 
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(1) COMPOSITION. 
etL I.q(y) "- .q( e fly ~1). (9) 
(2) PRODUCT PRESERVATION. 
e fly (pq) = (e tL! p)(e fLy q), (10) 
where p(y), q(y) are scalar functions. 
(3) NON-COMMUTING EXPONENTIAL IDENTITIES. Since the total of first order differential oper- 
ators we defined form a Lie algebra, we have the Baker-Campbell-Hausdroff f rmula: 
etL! etLg = et(Ll+Lg)+t 2 ws+t a wa+..., (11) 
where 
1 
w2 = ~ [L 1, Le], 
w3 = i2 IlLs' L~], LS] + [[L l, Lg], Lg], 
1 
w4 = ~ [L! [L.[Lg, L!]]], . . . . . .  
(4) DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION PROPERTY. I fy ( t )  : etlTDyo,Yo : y(0), then b/(t) = f(y(Q). 
From property (4), we know the exact solution of (2) can be represented in the form 
y(t) - etLj y(0), where 9(0) is the initial value. We hope that the operator of a scheme can 
also be represented in this form. In [4], Dragt and Finn showed us the relation between a one 
parameter family of symplectic transformations and a Hamiltonian system. From their work we 
get the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.7. The action of any operator s(r) on an initial value y(O) can be represented formally 
in the form of the solution of some ODE problem. 
This is just the general case of the conclusion of Dragt and Finn when we are dealing with 
non-Hamiltonian systems and use non-symplectic schemes. 
Since s(r) may not form a one parameter group, the ODE problem corresponding to it may 
be time-dependent, but we still can get the formal exponential representation of s(r) as the 
followings (see [5]): 
s(r) = exp (rA + rgB + rag + r4D + rSE + ... ) 
and the sequence 
rA + r2B + rac  + r4D + rSE + ... 
may not be convergent, where A, B, C, D, E , . . .  are first order differential operators. However, 
we still can get the following lamina. 
LEMMA 2.8. Every operator s(r)  has a formal exponential representation. 
Now using Lemma 2.8, we can get an important result in this section [1,2]. 
THEOREM 2.9. Every self-adjoint operator has an even order of accuracy. 
COROLLARY 2.10. Let s(r) be a self-adjoint operator of order 2n, then the operator 
s(cl r) s(c2 r) s(cl r), with el, e2 satisfying: 
( 1 -211''~+' )
2c21n+I -I- e2n+l : 0, 2c1+c2 : 1 i.e., Cl - -2_2112n+i ,  C2 -- 2 ~ i  
is of order 2n + 2. 
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All the proofs of theorems and lemmas of this section can be found in [1]. We notice that the 
operator s(cl r) s(c2 r) S(ClV) is constructed from the operators (cir) (i = 1,2, 3) by multiplicative 
extrapolation method because the sum of the three composition coefficients cl, c~, ca is 1, and 
the coefficient c2 is negative. 
Haruo Yoshida, in [2], got the same result for symplectic explicit operators used to solve 
separable Hamiltonian systems. The result we get here can be applied to non-Hamiltonian 
systems and non-symplectic operators and is based on H. Yoshida's work. 
We know that if the trapezoid method is self-adjoint and of order 2, then scheme (1) is self- 
adjoint and of order 4, where yn+l/a(resp. Y,+2/3) denote the numerical solution of the first (resp. 
second) stage at every step. 
Just the same as in scheme (1), the Euler mid-point rule can also be used to construct a scheme: 
1 rf(Y,*+Y,~+~) 
Yn+l[3 = Yn -~- (2 -- 21/a) 2 
- -  ( ) Y,+2/3 = Yn+I/3 + (2 - 2 l/a) r f  Yn+l/a + Yn+~la 
2 
Y.+I  = Yn+2/3 + (2 -- 21/3) r f  -- . 
02) 
Scheme (12) is symplectic for Hamiltonian systems, while (1) is not. For details about Hamil- 
tonian systems and symplectic schemes, see [6-8]. 
3. STABIL ITY  OF THE CONSTRUCTED SCHEME 
We now study the stability of scheme (1). First, notice that (1) is not A-stable, though the 
trapezoid method is. To show this, we apply scheme (1) to the test equation: 
y '=Ay,  y (0 )=yo,  ACC,  Re)~<0,  (13) 
which yields: 
i.e., 
T 
Yt*-[-1/3 --  Yn+l -~" Cl ~ [AYn-}-I "~- ~Yn4-1/3], 
r A Yn+u/a = Yn+t/a + ca ~ [ Yn+x/a + Ayn+~/a], 
r~  
Yn+l "-" Yn+2/3 "[" C1 ~ [ Yn-[-2/3 Jr "~Yn+l], 
I+ 
Yn+I/3 "- 1 - 
I+  
Yn+~/a- 1-  
I+  
Yn+l : 1 -- 
I C -~- --2xla where Cl = 2_~-=5~-~, 2 2-2-'2~'r'~. 
Let AI-/2 = z, z E C, so we have: 
ciAr/2 
clAr/2 y"' 
euAr/2 
cuAs'/2 y,+I13, 
c, Ar/2 
Cl A~'/2 Yn+213, 
(14) 
(15) 
(1-{-elz)( l+euz)(l+elz) 
Yn+I -- (I -e l z ) (1  - euz)(1-elz) Yn. (16) 
DEFINITION 3.1. The stable region R of scheme (1) is: 
I(i + ~A~12)(I + ~A~12)(I + ClA~12) 
R = A~ e c I (I - ~1A~12)(I - ~A~12)(I - ~A~I2) < I, Re(~r) < 0}, 
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i.e. 
( l+ClZ)( l+c2z)( l+ClZ)]  
R -- z t~ C } (1 - ClZ)(1 - C2Z)(1 -- ClZ)l < 1, 
Rez < 0}. (17) 
Obviously, when z ---* 1/e2 (< 0), (I+,iz)(1+e2,)(1+e1*) (l-clz)(l-e~z)(t-et,) ' which means scheme (1) cannot be 
stable in some adjacent region of 1/c2. Thus, we get the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.2. Scheme (1) is not A-stable. 
Since scheme (1) is not A-stable, we will figure out the stable region of it. To do this, we first 
study the roots of the following equation: 
((ll + ClZ)(l + c2z)(l + clz) [ 
- c l z ) (1  - c2z ) (1  - clz) = 1. (18)  
Once the roots of (18) are known, it is not difficult to get the stable region of (1). Notice (18) is 
equivalent to: 
(1 + C lZ) (1  + C2Z)(1 + ClZ) eiO, 
(1 -- ClZ)(1 -- c2z)(1 -- clz) -" 0 < 0 < 2~r. (19) 
We then get the following polynomial from (19): 
c~e2(l + eiO)z 3 + (2clc2 + c~)(l - e~O)z 2 + (2cl + c2)(I + eiO)z + (I - e i°) = 0, 0 < 0 < 2,.  (20) 
Since 2Cl + C 2 - -  1, and we let a = e~e2, b = 2cle2 + c~, then (20) becomes: 
a(1 + ei°)z 3 + b(1 - eiO)z 2 + (1 + eiO)z + (1 - e i°) = O, 0 < 0 < 21r. (21) 
We consider the roots of (21) in two cases. 
CASE A. 1 + e i° # 0, (i.e., 0 < 0 < 2~r, 0 # ~r). 
From the form of polynomial (21) and the computing of its roots, we may let 
zl = x + yi, zz = -x  + yi, zs = wi, (x,y, w be complex) (22) 
be the roots of (21) when 0 is chosen as a definite value. Since Zl,Z2, za should satisfy: 
(Z - -  Z1) (Z  - -  Z2) (Z  - -  Z3)  - -  a(1 + eiO)z 3 + b(1 - eiO)z 2 + (1 + eiO)z + (1 - e is) = 0 
Since 
we then have: 
b f l -e i °~ 
Zl  + Z2 + Z3 "-- ____ 
1 
Zl z2 + Zl  Z3 "{- Z2 z3  "- -- 
a 
1 (1 -  e'°'~ 
Zl Z2Z3 --" ~- -  ~ • 
a \ l+d° J  
1 - e i°  (1 - cosO)  - isinO sinO 
l+e  i° - ( l+cosO)+is inO = l+cosOi '  
b sin 8 
Z l+Z2+Z3-a  l+cosS i=p l i '  
1 
ZlZ2+ZlZ3+Z2Z3=-  =p2, 
a 
1 sin 0 
Z 1 Z 2 Z 3 ----- i = p3i, 
a 1 + cos O 
(23) 
(24) 
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where Pl, P2, P3 are real numbers. From (22) and (24), we have equations of x, y, w as the 
following: 
2y + w = Px, (25.i) 
x~ + y2 + 2yw = -p~, (25.ii) 
z 2w -[- Y2W = --P3. (25.iii) 
Now we try to prove that equation system (25) exists as a set of real solutions. In fact, from 
(25.ii) and (25.iii), we get: 
P2 w + 2yw 2 . :  P3. (26) 
So, from (25.i) and (26), 
w a - PlW 2 - P2 w + Pa = O. (27) 
Since pl, p~, pa are all real, (27) is a polynomial of real coefficients and has one real root and two 
conjugate complex roots. Using the real root, we can get a real value of y from (25.i); and from 
(25.ii) and (25.iii), we have x 2 = real, and we then know x is real or pure imaginary. But if x is 
a pure imaginary, then from (22), zl, z2, z3 are all pure imaginary, so all the roots of (21) are on 
an imaginary axis. That means if we let 
v(z) = ((11 +c lz ) (1  +c2z)( l  +c lz )  
- ClZ)(1 - c~z) (1  - Cl z) 
then v(z) > 1 or v(z) < 1 for Re(z) < 0. For the same reason that scheme (1) cannot be A-stable, 
we know only that: v(z) > 1 for Re(z) < 0 is possible. But we have v(-0.5) < 1, and v(z) is 
continuous except at 1/c2. Thus, x is impossible to be pure imaginary, so it must he real. Since 
polynomial (21) only has three roots, we will get the same result of zl, z2, z3 if we use other 
complex values of w, real or complex. 
CASE B. l+e  i ° :O( i .e . ,O=~r) .  
When 0 -- ~r, (21) becomes z2 : -1 /b  > 0, then it has two real roots 4-v/---T/b. 
Eventually, we get the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.3. The three roots of polynomial (21) are in the form Zl = -x  + yi, z2 = x + yi, 
z3 = wi, where x, y, w are MI real. 
Theorem 3.3 tells us that there is a root of (20) on the imaginary axis, and that the two 
other roots are located symmetrically with respect o the imaginary axis. Thus, there is only 
one root on the left open semi-plane. Computation shows that these roots form a closed curve 
S when 0 changes from 0 to 2~r, as Figure 1 shows. The roots of (21) are computed at 0 = ~h ~, 
n = 1,2, . . . ,360.  
From (24) we get the equations for S: 
and 
r 2 - 3y 2 + 2ply + P2 : O, ! 
2YX 2+2y 3-p l  x2-p ly  2 -p3=0,  f 
for 0 < 0 < 2~', 0¢~' ,  (28) 
x=4-  , y=0 forO=~r, (29) 
where z = -x  -t- yi, Pl = bsinO/(a(1 + cos O)), P2 = la, P3 - sin 8/(a(1 + cosg)). There may be 
some much simpler representations of curve S other than (28) and (29). 
Since in S, v(z) > 1, and when z --* oo, v(z) --~ 1, we get the conclusion of this paper. 
THEOREM 3.4. The stable region R of scheme (1) is: 
R- -  {z E C I z outside S and Rez < 0}, 
i.e., R = {At e C IAr outside S' and Re(Av) < 0}, where S' - {z e C I -~ e S} .  
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0.0040 
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Figure 1. Zero points of the stable function. 
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Figure 2. Unstable region. 
0.6 
0.2 
0 
-0.2 
-0.6 
-1.0 
Now we see that though scheme (1) is not A-stable, the stable region of it is infinite, and the 
unstable region is very small. The unstable region is blackened in Figure 2; it is a little "disk" 
about -1.18 on the real axis. For every definite A, we can choose some special step length r, so 
that ~r will not be in S, while the step-length r need not be very small for A which has a big 
modulus. Because of linear cases, scheme (12) is equivalent to (1), so (12) has exactly the same 
stable region as (1). Thus we conclude that scheme (1) and (12) are still useful for solving stiff 
problems, which we wanted to show in this paper. We give out some numerical tests for stability 
of scheme (1) in Section 4. 
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4. NUMERICAL  TESTS FOR ORDER AND STABIL ITY  
Numerical Test for Orders of Schemes (1) and (1# 
To test the orders of scheme (1) and (12), we apply them to the following Harniltonian system: 
dp OH dq OH 
"~= -Oq =_w2q_q3,  dt - Op = p' (30) 
which has the Hamiltonian H = l ip  2 + w 2 q2 1 4 2~ + ~q ), and compare the numerical solutions with 
that of the trapezoid method and Euler-center scheme which are of order 2. 
For convenience, we denote the numerical solution of p(resp, q) variable using scheme (1) as 
T4P(resp. T4Q) and scheme (12): E4P(resp. E4Q), trapezoid method: T2P(resp. T20),  Euler- 
center scheme: E2P(resp. E2Q). We use double precision in all computation. 
We know [1,2] that the following explicit scheme: 
7- 
P,+l/2 = P, - ~ Vq(qn), 
7- 
qn+l/2 = qn + ~ Up(pn+ll2), 
T 
qn+l = qn+t/2 + ~ Up(Pn+l[2), 
T 
Pn+l = Pn+l/2 - g Vq(qn+l), 
(31) 
for a separable Hamiltonian system with H = V(q) + U(p) is self-adjoint, so it can be used 
to construct fourth-order scheme xactly as we do for the trapezoid method to get (1) and the 
Euler-center scheme to get (12). We write out the simplified fourth-order scheme here: 
7" 
Pn+l/4 -- P .  -- el~Vq(qn), 
T 
qn+l/3 -- qn q- C1~ Up(Pn+l[4), 
Pn+l/2 = Pn+l/4 -- (Cl "4- C2) ~ Vq(qn+l/3),  
T 
qn+213 = qn+ ll3 q- c2 ~ Up(Pn+i/2),  
P.+314 = P.+l/2 - (c2 + c3) 2 Vq(q.+213), 
7" 
qn+l -" qn+2/3 -]" C3 ~ Up(Pn+3/4), 
7" 
p.+l  = p .+3/4  - c3  
(32) 
where Pn+l/4, Pn+l/2, Pn+3/4 and qn+l/3, qn+2/3 denote the numerical solution of different stages 
at every step. Scheme (32) has been proved by H. Yoshida to be a fourth-order scheme in [2]. 
Since system (30) is separable, we can apply scheme (32) to (30) and compare the results with 
that of the schemes we mentioned above. We denote EXP and EXQ as the numerical solution of 
p and q using scheme (30) and present our results when taking w = 2, r = 0.1,p0 = 0.5, q0 = 0.5 
in Table 1. 
We see from Table 1 that T4P, T4Q and E4P, E4Q are more approximate EXP,  EXQ than 
T2P, T2Q and E2P, E2Q. Thus, we conclude that schemes (1) and (2) have a higher order than 
trapezoid method and the Euler-center scheme. Table 1 also shows that although the trapezoid 
scheme (1) is non-symplectic, it can be used to solve a Hamiltonian system to get satisfactory 
results as a Euler mid-point scheme, because by a nonlinear transformation, the latter can be 
obtained from the former. Scheme (1) is not as good as (12), because there is no such relationship 
between them. 
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Table 1. 
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step 10 
step 20 
step 100 
step 500 
step 1000 
EXP=-l.131156917 
T4P-EXP=0.000014550 
E4P-EXP-0.000068243 
T2P-EXP--0.000641216 
E2P-EXP=0.000025857 
EXQ=-0.021512660 
T4Q-EXQ= -0.000003728 
E4Q-EXQ: --0.000029687 
T2Q-EXQ ---0.003917964 
E2Q-EXQ ---0.004206147 
EXP=-0.578997162 
T4P-EXP--0.000004115 
E4P-EXP--O.000116088 
T2P-EXP=-0.014158525 
E2P-EXP---0.015197562 
EXQ= --0.479477967 
T4Q-EXQ=-0.000002660 
E4Q-EXQ:-0.000029838 
T2Q-EXQ---0.003977057 
E2Q-EXQ-- 0.004255307 
EXP=-  1.083692040 
T4P-EXP=-0.000104873 
E4P-EXP=0.000145786 
T2P-EXP=0.024490740 
E2P-EXP=0,027254900 
EXQ=0.163258193 
T4Q-EXQ=-0.000195865 
E4Q-EXQ=0.000131273 
T2Q-EXQ=0.036283130 
E2Q-EXQ=0.039223176 
EXP=-  1,089537517 
T4P-EXP=0,000560513 
E4P-EXP=-0,000250063 
T2P-EXP=-0.040591714 
E2P-EXP=-0.037488191 
EXQ---0.153288801 
T4Q-EXQ-- 0.001139354 
E4Q-EXQ=0.000559494 
T2Q-EXQ=0.188655998 
E2Q-EXQ--0.204743235 
EXP=-0.966531326 
T4P-EXP=0.002470901 
E4P-EXP--- 0.001281080 
T2P-EXP=-0.603588331 
E2P-EXP---- 0.668484708 
EXQ=-0.293028275 
T4Q-EXQ=0.002014583 
E4Q-EXQ-- 0.000988873 
T2Q-EXQ---0.233974665 
E2Q-EXQ---0.243402518 
Table 2. 
step number numerical solution exact solution 
1 0.576776990 × 101 0.307278738 
10 0.407404568 × 103 0.000007504 
50 0.112235299 x 1039 0.000000000 
100 0.816583328 x 1075 0.000000000 
N,,mericat Tests for Stabilitu of Schemes (I) and (I~) 
To consider the unstable case, we just take ,~ = -11.8, r = 0.1 and initial value Y0 - 1.0 in 
the test equation (13). So ~r falls into the unstable region. While the exact solution decreases 
quickly, the numerical solution obtained by scheme (1) grows to infinity as Table 2 shows. 
For the stable case, we consider a linear stiff system: 
y~ = -501yl  + 500y2, ~ = 500yl - 501y2, (33) 
which has eigenvalues hi = -1001, A2 = -1 .  The exact solution of (33) is: 
Yl(t) = f l (Yl ,  Y2) = 0"5(yl(0) -- y2(0)) e-1001' Jr 0"5(Yl(0) Jr y2(0)) e - ' ,  
Y2(~) --" f2(Yl, Y2) = --0.5(yl(0) -- y2(0))e -1001' Jr 0.5(yl(0) Jr y2(0))e -¢, (34) 
where yt(0), y2(0) denote the initial values. Since system (33) is linear, so schemes (1) and (12) 
are equivalent in this case. We just present a numerical solution using scheme (1) here. In the 
following table, we denote the numerical solution of Yl,Y2 using (1) by T4Y1,T4Y2, and the 
exact solutions of yl,Y2 by EXY1,  EXY2.  We also take r = 0.1, yl(0) = 1.5, y2(0) = 0.5 in the 
table, while r = 0.0005 at the first 50 steps, and ~- = 0.1 at the remaining steps. 
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step 10 
step 30 
step 50 
step 100 
step 200 
M.-Z. QI~, W.- J .  ZHO 
Table 3. 
EXYI= 0.998364638 
T4Yl=0.998453117 
T4Y1 -EXY 1 =0.000088478 
EXY2=0.991660285 
T4Y2=0.991571619 
T4Y2-EXY2=-0.000088666 
EXYI=0.985112102 
T4Y1 =0.985111988 
T4Y1-EXY1 =-  0.000000114 
EXY2=0.985111801 
T4Y2= 0.985111662 
T4Y2-EXY2 =-  0.000000138 
EXYl=0.975309908 
T4Y1 =0.975309788 
T4Y1-EXYl=-0.000000120 
EXY2=0.975309908 
T4Y2=0.975309788 
T4Y2-EXY2= - O.000000120 
EXY 1 - 0.006571583 
T4Yl=0.006571770 
T4Y1-EXY1 =-0.000000186 
EXY2=0.006571583 
T4Y2=O.006571771 
T4Y2-EXY2 = - 0.000000188 
EXYl=O.000000298 
T4Y1 =0.000000298 
T4Y1-EXYI=-0.000000000 
EXY2=O.000000298 
T4Y2=0.000000298 
T4Y2-EXY2=-0.000000000 
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